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UK spends ~£32bn p.a. on electricity
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Network is the next opportunity for DSR
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Network is inherently local

1) Electrification of heat and transport will hit the LV network especially hard

2) The network is a £100bn asset

3) We will need to at least double its capacity
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We have 2 routes to grow capacity

Brute Force
´ £60-100bn in copper

Smart
´ Some copper
´ Smart demand maximises

utilisation of that copper
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Smooth energy flows increase utilisation
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grid-tied wind, solar, and other renewable sources, the net load (Pnet) is
important. The characteristics of Pnet is significantly different than
conventional load (Pload), which needs to be considered for operation
planning of the grid. Net load (Pnet) can be defined as the conventional
load (Pload) minus the non-dispatchable generation, Pg(non-dispatchable)
[41]. This net amount of load must be supplied by dispatchable gen-
erator. Net load can be calculated as= − −P P Pnet load g non dispatchable( ) (3)

With large-scale integration of wind and solar power, the net load
patterns changes significantly as shown in Fig. 1. Increasing amounts of
non-dispatchable generation in grid increases the variability of net load
which needs to be taken into account for the design and mechanism of
electric grid [42]. For an instant, when solar and wind is integrated to
grid, the net load demand reduces in the middle of the day and the
highest peak shifted to the evening.

2.1.6. Power reliability of grid
Distribution system experiences a significant peak load, and it is

increasing day by day, which can affect the reliability of grid [43].
Hence, installation of BESS for peak load shaving can also help to im-
prove power reliability [44].

2.2. Benefits for end-user

In practice, to meet the time varying peak demand sometimes less
efficient (concerning the economy and environment) generators
(peaking generators) are required. Therefore, the per kWh electricity
generation cost increases during the peak period. This high cost of per
kWh electricity generation is ultimately passed onto the consumer
during peak hours [45,46]. Therefore, peak shaving is also important
for end users. Residential and industrial customers can save their

electricity bills by shifting peak load from peak period (when energy
price is high) to the off-peak period (when energy price is low) [47–50].
The end users may also enjoy saving in connection charges and capital
cost for the distribution system. Peak shaving also offers some non-fi-
nancial benefits to the end users such as improved reliability and power
quality.

2.3. Carbon emission reduction

To deal with the peak demand, power plants consume extra fuels
(due to the run of peaking generator with multiples start-stops). The
consumption of more fuels increases carbon emission. Peak load
shaving will ensure more efficient operation of power plants and reduce
the variability in load. This will reduce the carbon emission [51,52].

3. Peak shaving using energy storage system

In this section, a brief overview of peak shaving strategy using ESS is
presented. Then, research issues of this strategy are described. In the
next subsection, the energy storage technologies and related projects
that have been executed for peak load shaving are presented. Finally,
challenges of implementing this strategy and future research direction
are discussed.

3.1. An overview

Integrating energy storage system to the grid is the most potential
strategy of peak shaving. This strategy can be used to achieve “peak
shaving” in residential buildings, industries and grids. In this technique,
peak shaving is achieved through the process of charging ESS when
demand is low (off-peak period) and discharging when demand is high,
as shown in Fig. 2 [53]. This function of ESS can provide economic
benefits as it mitigates the need to use high-priced peak electricity
generation. Among the different storage technologies, BESS is pro-
mising to provide peak shaving service for mid-term time scale (min-
utes to few hours< 5 h) [54].

An example of grid peak shaving through BESS can found in [55].
The main purpose of this study was to reduce per kWh energy cost by
reducing the peak electrical demand with the help of storage system.
Ehsan et al. [56] aimed to shave peak demand and smooth the load
curve of a distribution grid with high renewable energy penetration. A
distribution circuit of Maui in Hawaii was presented as a case study.
Peak load shaving or power smoothing was achieved by injecting or
absorbing the power determined by the forecasted load curve and the
SOC trajectory. Son et al. [57] described a method of peak shaving
using BESS. A charging and discharging schedule was determined based
on threshold values of load. Using fuzzy algorithm, the wind power was

Fig. 1. Net load curve with integration of solar and wind.

Fig. 2. Peak load shaving using ESS.
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Smooth energy flows increase utilisation
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grid-tied wind, solar, and other renewable sources, the net load (Pnet) is
important. The characteristics of Pnet is significantly different than
conventional load (Pload), which needs to be considered for operation
planning of the grid. Net load (Pnet) can be defined as the conventional
load (Pload) minus the non-dispatchable generation, Pg(non-dispatchable)
[41]. This net amount of load must be supplied by dispatchable gen-
erator. Net load can be calculated as= − −P P Pnet load g non dispatchable( ) (3)

With large-scale integration of wind and solar power, the net load
patterns changes significantly as shown in Fig. 1. Increasing amounts of
non-dispatchable generation in grid increases the variability of net load
which needs to be taken into account for the design and mechanism of
electric grid [42]. For an instant, when solar and wind is integrated to
grid, the net load demand reduces in the middle of the day and the
highest peak shifted to the evening.

2.1.6. Power reliability of grid
Distribution system experiences a significant peak load, and it is

increasing day by day, which can affect the reliability of grid [43].
Hence, installation of BESS for peak load shaving can also help to im-
prove power reliability [44].

2.2. Benefits for end-user

In practice, to meet the time varying peak demand sometimes less
efficient (concerning the economy and environment) generators
(peaking generators) are required. Therefore, the per kWh electricity
generation cost increases during the peak period. This high cost of per
kWh electricity generation is ultimately passed onto the consumer
during peak hours [45,46]. Therefore, peak shaving is also important
for end users. Residential and industrial customers can save their

electricity bills by shifting peak load from peak period (when energy
price is high) to the off-peak period (when energy price is low) [47–50].
The end users may also enjoy saving in connection charges and capital
cost for the distribution system. Peak shaving also offers some non-fi-
nancial benefits to the end users such as improved reliability and power
quality.

2.3. Carbon emission reduction

To deal with the peak demand, power plants consume extra fuels
(due to the run of peaking generator with multiples start-stops). The
consumption of more fuels increases carbon emission. Peak load
shaving will ensure more efficient operation of power plants and reduce
the variability in load. This will reduce the carbon emission [51,52].

3. Peak shaving using energy storage system

In this section, a brief overview of peak shaving strategy using ESS is
presented. Then, research issues of this strategy are described. In the
next subsection, the energy storage technologies and related projects
that have been executed for peak load shaving are presented. Finally,
challenges of implementing this strategy and future research direction
are discussed.

3.1. An overview

Integrating energy storage system to the grid is the most potential
strategy of peak shaving. This strategy can be used to achieve “peak
shaving” in residential buildings, industries and grids. In this technique,
peak shaving is achieved through the process of charging ESS when
demand is low (off-peak period) and discharging when demand is high,
as shown in Fig. 2 [53]. This function of ESS can provide economic
benefits as it mitigates the need to use high-priced peak electricity
generation. Among the different storage technologies, BESS is pro-
mising to provide peak shaving service for mid-term time scale (min-
utes to few hours< 5 h) [54].

An example of grid peak shaving through BESS can found in [55].
The main purpose of this study was to reduce per kWh energy cost by
reducing the peak electrical demand with the help of storage system.
Ehsan et al. [56] aimed to shave peak demand and smooth the load
curve of a distribution grid with high renewable energy penetration. A
distribution circuit of Maui in Hawaii was presented as a case study.
Peak load shaving or power smoothing was achieved by injecting or
absorbing the power determined by the forecasted load curve and the
SOC trajectory. Son et al. [57] described a method of peak shaving
using BESS. A charging and discharging schedule was determined based
on threshold values of load. Using fuzzy algorithm, the wind power was

Fig. 1. Net load curve with integration of solar and wind.

Fig. 2. Peak load shaving using ESS.
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Smart demand creates £30-50bn value
to the network

Brute Force
´ £60-100bn in copper

Smart
´ 25% from smooth energy flows
´ 25% from smart redundancy
´ £30-50bn in copper

´ Annual value of smart ~£2bn
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Timing Signals: 
Three time horizons drive investment & operational signals
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Investment
(5+ years)

Optionality
(1-4 years)

Operational
(secs - days)

Energy PPA PPA Day Ahead & 
Intraday

Network £1.5 bn £0.5 bn Trading?

System 
Service CM Ancillary Services BM



Current State: 
Pricing signals still need to be developed
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Investment
(5+ years)

Optionality
(1-4 years)

Operational
(secs - days)

Energy PPA PPA Day Ahead & 
Intraday

Network TCR & 
Access SCR ~£2m Trading?

System 
Service CM Ancillary Services BM



Thank You
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